
What is the 
Maker Faire Long 
Island®

Our Faire is part of the larger 
Maker Faire brand associated 
with the Faires in New York 
City, The Bay Area, Berlin, 
Barcelona and other cities 
throughout the world that 
celebrate creativity and 
innovation in the areas of 
Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Art and Math.

Who attends?
Last year, 90+ Makers and 

2000+ participants of all ages 
experienced innovative 

robotics, kinetic and interactive 
art, and physics. 

Visitors explored the ocean 
through virtual reality and many 

more cutting edge creative 
experiences. Hands-on exhibits 
and performances at the Long 

Island Explorium, Village Center, 
and Harborfront Park delivered 

a momentous maker day.

June 11th, 2022



Why Support the Long Island Maker Faire?
You CAN make a difference while building your brand.

1. Help provide cutting edge, inquiry based learning experiences for P-12 
students, state-of-the-art professional development for P-12 teachers, 
and inventive STEAM challenges for family groups.

2. Position yourself as a leading advocate for the advancement of STEAM 
concepts that translate into skills that address social, economic and 
environmental issues.

3. Advance the Maker Movement which is revolutionizing manufacturing, 
with huge implications for startups and jobs, and hence helping to fuel 
economic development.
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Featured Makers 

 Support Innovative and Inspiring Makers - Jorvon Moss - 

OddJayy 

OVERVIEW & WHY WE WANT THEM AT THE FAIRE 

A self-taught Maker, of companion Robots hailing from Compton, California.  

Jorvon, known as  “Odd Jayy” in maker circles would bring a wonderful panel 

discussion on making robots wearable, huggable, and even helpful. Learn how to 

design and build your own, and enjoy this inspiring and entertaining panel! Featured 

in Make Magazine, Hackster.io, Rasberrypi.com, hackaday.com, Tinkercad plus 

more. 

FROM THE MAKER 

It all started with a BIG BANG!! I am a self-taught Maker, though I prefer the term tinker. I went to art school and 

during so I realized I did not want to just draw I wanted to create. So as well as caring about my art studies, I began 

reading every book on science and engineering I could get my hands on, I taught myself to CAD, and after a ton of 

failures, I began to understand how things work. I always wanted a robot best friend so I began focusing on robotics, 

soon I learned a process that could make quick robotics based on small art and design. 

MYTHBUSTERS, JR PANEL 

Support Women and Girls in STEM - Allie Weber – MythBusters Jr 

Young maker, builder, and award-winning patented inventor Allie 

Weber is coming to Maker Faire Long Island! Allie Weber is a 17-year-

old Sioux Falls, South Dakota teen and a MythBusters on the Discovery 

Science Channel show, MythBusters Jr. hosted by Adam Savage. Allie 

was cast on the show because she is known as a maker, inventor, and 

builder. Allie produces and hosts her own YouTube channel “Tech-nic-

Allie Speaking” where she builds amazing things, shows her inventions, 

and gives reviews of tech-toys. Her YouTube show seeks to entertain, 

help kids get into STEAM, and to show how to build your own dreams.  

FROM THE MAKERS 

Allie has a need for making and creating using all kinds of tools and materials. Her awards and recognitions include 

Teen Vogue 21 under 21 girls who are changing the world, first place innovator in the Global Spark Lab invent it 

challenge sponsored by Smithsonian, first place in the Global Paradigm Challenge, and a Top Ten Young Scientist 

in the country according to 3M in 2017. She also helped to design a prop featured in Ghostbusters: Afterlife, and 

constructed her own portable life-size TARDIS replica of her own design. Allie uses her YouTube channel Tech-

nic-Allie Speaking and her social media to inspire others no matter their age to build, make, and create and to show 

people that “Kids are not the future, we are here now. We are not going to change the world someday, we already 

are.” 

 



 

 

Support Women and Girls in STEM - Rachel Pizzolato – from MythBuster Jr 

OVERVIEW & WHY WE WANT THEM AT THE FAIRE 

Rachel Pizzolato is a multi-talented, award-winning scientist and Patent-Pending 

inventor, published writer and poet, fashion and runway model, National 

Champion Trampolinist, as well as, an actor starring in Discovery Science 

Channel's - MythBusters Jr. Her inventions have garnered success at the Greater 

New Orleans Science and Engineering Fair where she won the Grand Award in 

2016, 2017, 2018. She has competed in many National and International 

Competitions such as Broadcom MASTERS (2016, 2017, and 2018) Coolest 

Projects (2019 & 2020), and ISEF (2019 &2020). In 2016, she was awarded, from 

MIT, a minor planet named after her called (Pizzolato 33187). Recently, she also 

won Akron's Global Polymer Academy's National Award in Science and 

Engineering. Also, her writing has garnered awards from NASA and in 2018, she 

won the AIAA National NASA essay competition for her article entitled, 

"Astronauts - The Right Stuff Indeed!" 

FROM THE MAKER 

One of her favorite hobbies is talking with kids and encouraging them to dream big and follow those dreams by 

participating in the activities that they enjoy and are passionate about!!! She feels that it is extremely important to 

cultivate young minds and show them that there are people out there that are behind them and want to see them 

succeed! She wants to show them that if they put their minds to something, there is nothing that can't be 

accomplished. Rachel wants to instill in them to ask questions and be inquisitive in all areas of their lives. She feels 

that it is important to encourage kids to explore their interests with a passion! Most of all, she wants to encourage 

everyone to, "Dream Big!" 

Support Young Innovative and Inspiring Makers- Elijah Horland – from 

MythBuster Jr 

OVERVIEW & WHY WE WANT THEM AT THE FAIRE 

Elijah is a local maker with a big presence in the New York Maker scene.  Elijah 

started as a "Maker" in 2015 as a way to learn all the skills he needed to launch a 

high-altitude balloon into "near-earth orbit." Along the way he joined the Maker 

movement, made friends, took a job on TV's "MythBusters Jr." and became a 

regular at Maker Faire. Now 16, He continues to build, make, explore, teach, 

share, and play. This young Maker is an inspiration and having him be a featured 

speaker would be a big draw.  

 

Mythbuster Jr Panel:  When Rachel brings the Dazzle, Allie brings the 

inspiration, Elijah always follows along with the “creative” mischief. We’re never 

sure if the quotes go over creative or “mischief." 

FROM THE MAKER 

Hi. I’m Elijah. I’m a Maker and I make fun, loud, obnoxious videos. Becoming a MythBusters was only one step 

along the way on my journey to finish my very first "maker" project. 

https://longisland.makerfaire.com/wp-admin/admin.php?page=gf_entries&view=entry&id=10&lid=479&order=ASC&filter=&paged=1&pos=9&field_id=&operator=


 

 

Support Young Innovative and Inspiring Makers- Valerie Castillo – from 

MythBuster Jr 

OVERVIEW & WHY WE WANT THEM AT THE FAIRE 

If your principal singles you out for something at school, you might be a little 

nervous. But for Valerie Castillo, then 15, it was good news: he had nominated 

her to audition for the cast of “MythBusters, Jr.” As captain of her high school’s 

robotics team — and its only female member — Valerie was a natural fit for the 

show. “I’m extremely headstrong. I don’t let anyone tell me that I can’t do 

something because of my background or gender,” she says.  She hopes being on 

“MythBusters, Jr.” will inspire more girls to pursue traditionally male-dominated 

fields. 

 

FROM THE MAKER 

 

Junior MythBusters, former VEX Robotics World Championship participant, 

builder, roboticist, and engineer experienced in CAD drawing and 3D printing. I'm also a first-year student at 

California State Polytechnic University, Pomona, majoring in mechanical engineering. 

Support Innovative and Inspiring Makers VIRTUALLY  - The CrafsMan 

OVERVIEW & WHY WE WANT THEM AT THE FAIRE 

Known elusively only as The CrafsMan, his YouTube channel 

“TheCrafsman SteadyCraftin'' is enjoyed by countless folks not only 

interested in his content material but also his soothing demeanor and all-

around genuine “awesome-nicity”. He's often been described as “The Bob 

Ross of Crafting”. With a following of 496K followers and counting, his 

techniques range from low-tech all the way up to medium-tech. 

FROM THE MAKERS 

The Crafsman is attending Maker Faire Long Island this year using a telepresence robot built by some of his fellow 

Makers. The Crafsman will be participating in live sessions throughout the day and folks will be able to interact with 

him in real-time! This will be a first of its kind virtual experience for the faire. 

 



 

 

Support Innovative and Inspiring Makers - Mandalorian Mercs 

OVERVIEW & WHY WE WANT THEM AT THE FAIRE 

You cannot go anywhere this year without hearing about Baby Yoda and 

Star Wars.  A new generation of fans are flocking to the genre and this group 

joins a passion for the Mandolorian universe with educating people on 

fabricating their own costume while campaigning for a good cause (raising 

money for children’s charity) 

FROM THE MAKERS 

The Mandalorian Mercs Costume Club is a collective of builders who 

specialize in the creation of Mandalorian armor. Along with building, we use our costumes to raise money for 

different charities around the world. 

Support Innovative and Inspiring Makers - 501st Legion Empire City Garrison  

OVERVIEW & WHY WE WANT THEM AT THE FAIRE 

The force is strong this year and pulls people from all walks of life together.  

The 501st Legion is an all-volunteer worldwide organization formed for the 

express purpose of bringing together costume enthusiasts under a collective 

identity within which to operate. Their numerous charity events and 

exhibitions always draw a crowd.  They are the “bad characters” that bring 

smiles and do good. 

FROM THE MAKERS 

The Legion seeks to promote interest in Star Wars as well as contributions to the local community through costumed 

charity and volunteer work. We are officially recognized by Disney / Lucas Film as their preferred costuming group 

 

https://longisland.makerfaire.com/wp-admin/admin.php?page=gf_entries&view=entry&id=10&lid=479&order=ASC&filter=&paged=1&pos=9&field_id=&operator=

